Design Issues in the ISDN U-Interface Transceiver
DAVID G. MESSERSCHMITT, FELLOW,IEEE

Abstract-The design challenges faced in the integrated circuit realization of the basic customer access U-interface transceiver at 144
kbits/s in the integrated services digital network (ISDN) are summarized. Given the cost and performance objectives, thisrepresents a very
challenging design problem from an algorithmic and technology point
of view. This survey paper describes the alternative design approaches
concentrating on algorithmic issues as opposed to circuit design issues,
in the context of the echo cancellation (EC) method of full duplex data
transmission. Particular emphasis is given to the areas of echo cancellation, equalization, line code selection, and timing recovery.

for the two directions of transmission between the NT and
terminal equipment (TE).
The U-interface is more challenging to implement, due
to the problem of separating the two directions of transmission and the environmental conditions. Therefore, in
the sequel we concentrate on the U-interface design.

I.INTRODUCTION
HE Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) proT v i d e s telephony customers with a . set of standard interfaces that will support a variety of services including
voice, video, and various types of data services. The most
common interface to the individual customer will be the
basic interface, that provides for a 144 kbit/s full duplex
bit stream divided into two ‘ ‘ B channels,” each at a rate
of 64 kbits/s, and a “ D channel” at a rate of 16 kbitds.
The basic interface is described in Section 11, including
the U-interface that provides the full duplex bit stream
over a two-wire subscriber loop. Sections 111-IX summarize the design approaches available and the environmental conditions that must be overcome in the U-interface. Finally, Section X attempts to place these issues in
perspective, and gives the author’s opinion as to the best
combination of design approaches available.
11. THES - A N D U-INTERFACES
There are several interfaces that provide the ISDN basic
access at the physical layer. Of these, the two most important are the S-interface for transmission within the customer premises (residential, business, or from a privatebranch exchange to the telephone instrument), and the Uinterface for connection of the serving center to the customer premises. These two interfaces are illustrated in
Fig. 1 for a typical residential application. The U-interface describes the full duplex data signal on the two-wire
(single wire pair) subscriber loop between central office
line termination (LT) and customer premise network termination (NT). The S-interface uses separate wire pairs
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111. ENVIRONMENT
FOR THE U-INTERFACE TRANSCEIVER
The U-interface transceiver must contend with the nonidealities of the existing subscriber loop plant, including
gauge changes and bridged taps, as well as accommodate
the maximum distance to the central office in the presence
of impairments like impulse noise and crosstalk [l]. It
must also be inexpensive, requiring a monolithic realization without external precision components or trimming
to improve component accuracy.
The frequency-dependent loss of the cable is dependent
on the gauge mix of the cable, thelength of the cable, and
the presence in some administrations of open-circuited cable pairs bridged onto the main cable pair, called bridged
tups. The circuit configuration corresponding to a main
cable pair and a single bridged tap is shown in Fig. 2. It
is common to have two or more bridged taps of unknown
length.
The attenuation introduced by the circuit configuration
of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3 for a long main cable without
a bridged tap and with single bridged taps of different
lengths. (Figs. 3-7 were generated by a transmission line
simulation program [2].) In the absence of any bridged
taps the attenuation increases rapidly with frequency, and,
of course, also increases rapidly near dc due to the transformer. The response of the cable (to an isolated transmitted pulse of duration equal to 50 percent of a baud
interval at 160 kbaud/s) for several cable lengths is shown
in Fig. 4. The cable acts like a low-pass filter with passband attenuation, attenuating and dispersing the pulse as
cable length increases. The effect of the transformer is to
add a long negative tail to the response, which is necessary in order for the response pulse to have a net area of
zero.
Returning to Fig. 3 , one effect of a bridged tap is to
load the cable, providing an overall additional attenuation. For example, a very long bridged tap would have an
input impedance equal to its characteristic impedance,
which will increase the attenuation by 3.5 dB at all frequencies. However, to minimize the effect of bridged taps
at voiceband frequencies, the design of the network has
generally placed a limit on the total length of all bridged
taps (this limit is 6 kft or 1.8 km in the U.S.). These
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Fig. 1. Typical application of the S-interface and U-interface transceivers
on an ISDN digital subscriber loop. The S-interface is in the customer
premises, and the U-interface provides transport to the serving center or
central office.
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Fig. 2. Circuit configuration of a cable and a single bridged tap.
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Fig. 3. 135 Q insertion loss of an 18 kft (5.5 km) 24 AWG cable with one
22 AWGbridgedtap with lengths 0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5 kft.
Each end has a 5 mH transformer.

Fig. 4. Response of cable to a transmitted 50 percent duty cycle 1 V pulse
(baud rate 160 kHz) for 24 AWG cable with lengths 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, and
3.0 km.

shorter bridged taps have a more complicated effect than
just attenuation, since someof the signal energy traveling
down the main cable pair and diverted into the bridged
tap is reflected back to the main cable pair with an attenuation and delay that depends on thelength of the tap. At
some frequencies, this delayed and attenuated reflection
causes destructive interference, resulting in an attenuation
greater than 3.5 dB, and at other frequencies interferes in
a constructive manner, reducing the attenuation. The frequency-selective dips in the overall response are
evident in

Fig. 3. Shorter bridged taps result in a dip at higher frequencies, whereas the longest allowed bridged tap (6 kft)
results in a dip at about 27 kHz. Generally, the additional
attenuation introduced by the bridged tap is greater for the
shorter bridged taps (higher frequency dips) since these
taps will have a lower attenuation to the reflected energy.
In the time domain the bridged tap canresult in “ghost
pulses” that are delayed relative to themain received
pulse and result in postcursor- intersymbol interference.
The pulse responses similar to Fig. 4 in the presence of
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Fig. 5 . Response of cable to a transmitted 50 percent duty cycle 1 V pulse
(baud rate 160 kHz) for 3 km 24 AWG cable with bridged taps of length
0.025, and 0.5 km.
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Fig. 6. 135 insertion loss of an 18 kft (5.5 km) 24 AWG cable with two
bridged taps of equal lengths 0. 1.5, 2, 2.5. and 3 kft. The two bridged
taps are spaced at 6 kft and 12 kft on the cable.

bridged taps of several lengths are shown in Fig. 5 . As
the bridged tap length increases, it causes an increasing
attenuation of the maximum amplitude of the pulse as well
asbroadeningthepulse.
For thelongestbridgedtap
shown, a second distinct "ghost pulse" becomes evident.
When two or more bridged taps are present, the effects
areapproximatelyadditive.However,sincethe
total
length of bridged taps is limited, multiple bridged taps
must becorrespondinglyshorter,placingtheirdipsat
higher frequencies. An exampleof two bridged tapsof the
same length (resulting in the maximum attenuation at the
dip frequency) is shown in Fig. 6 . The lowest possible
dip frequency for this case is at about 50 kHz. The additional attenuation due to the bridged taps is greater than
for the single bridged tap case, but the effect is limited to
higher frequencies.
The characteristic impedance of the cable is approximately 100 SI resistive at high frequencies. However, at
the frequenciesofinterest
in theU-transceiver,the
impedancevaries fairly rapidly with frequency,and is
considerably larger than 100 SI at low frequencies. The
loss of a hybrid used toseparatethetwodirections
of
transmission will depend on the accuracy
with which a
chosen balance impedance matches the input impedance
of the cable. A resistive hybrid termination is typically

(b)
Fig. 7 . Response of a hybrid with termination impedance
120 ohms to a
transmitted 50% duty cycle one volt pulse (baud rate 160 kHz). Cable
(b) With a 22
is 24 AWG 18 kft (5.5 km). (a) Without a bridged tap.
AWG bridged tap with length 5 krn at a distance 0.1 km from the hybrid.

used, but this can be improved upon with a more complicated termination impedance. The cable input impedance
is also affected materially by the presence of bridged taps.
With a fixed compromised balance impedance, the lowest
transhybrid loss that is encountered is on the order of 10'
dB. The natureof the echo responsethrough the hybrid is
important to the design of an echo canceler (EC). Shown
in Fig. 7(a) and (b) are the echo pulse responses for a
cable without and with a bridged tap near the end of the
cable. While the details of the responses are different (the
bridged tap makes the response much more complicated),
in both cases they consist of a short active region confined
to a few baud intervals together
with a long tail corresponding to the collapse of the inductively and capacitively stored energy in the transformer and cable. The total active length of the response is on the orderof 40 baud
intervals: Some U-transceiver designs have taken advantage of the characteristics of this response to reduce the
EC complexity as described in Section VII-B.
Therange(distancefrom
LT toNT) that can be
achievedin a U-transceiver is generally limited by the
high-frequency gainthat must be inserted into the receiver
for cableattenuation. This
equalizationtocompensate
gain amplifies noise,crosstalk,andinterferencesignals
that may be present, causing the error rate to deteriorate
as the range increases. The most important noise and interference signals are impulse noise (caused for example
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Fig. 9. Configuration for the EC method of separating the two directions
of data transmission.

signals in the two directions to be transmitted at the same
time within the same bandwidth. The impulse responseof
the undesired echo of the local transmit signal into the
receiver (an example of this echo was shown in Fig. 7) is
learned by an adaptive echo canceler (EC), which
also
Fig. 8. Illustrationofnear-endcrosstalk(NEXT)andfar-endcrosstalk
(FEXT) for two digital subscriber loops and an analog carrier system
generates an accurate replica of this echo and subtracts
sharing the same cable.
the replica to cancel the interference.
Many approaches combine two of the
three methods.
by dial-pulse signaling in thesame central office) and They generally increase the transmitted signal bandwidth
crosstalk.Therearetwobasic
crosstalk mechanisms, and, therefore, reduce the ultimate range
as dictated by
near-end crosstalk (NEXT) and far-end crosstalk (FEXT), cable attenuation, but exchange this for a simplification
illustrated in Fig. 8. NEXT represents a crosstalk of a of some portion of the design. An example of such an
local transmitter into a local receiver, and experiences an approach is a combination of EC and FDM in which the
attenuation that is accurately modeled by [ l ]
frequency bands in the two directions are only partially
overlapped. To the extentthat the two directions are nonoverlapping, the requirement on the EC accuracy
is rewhere H(f)is the transfer function experienced by the duced and the effect of NEXT is reduced. Another very
crosstalk. FEXT represents a crosstalk of a local trans- interesting combination, discovered independently in Itmitter into a remote receiver, with an
attenuation given aly [7], [8] and Japan [9], includes both TCM and EC.
Following[7], [8], we will call this echo cancellation
by
burst mode (ECBM). In ECBM, the baudrate is increased
I ~ F E x r ( fI)’= KFEXTI W) I I f I
to about 20 percent above the bit rate (from 160 to 192
kbaud/s), thereby leaving dead-times during which there
where C ( f ) is the transfer function of the cable. Where
present, NEXT will dominate FEXT because FEXT ex- is no transmission. By increasing the interval between
periences the loss of the full length of the cable (in addi- these dead-times, the baud rate can be reducedto be closer
tion to the crosstalk coupling loss) and NEXT does not. to 160 kbaud/s [9]. The dead times are adjusted so that
Both forms of crosstalk experience less attenuation as fre- there are brief periods during which only one direction or
quency increases, and hence, it is advantageous to mini- the other is transmitting. The timing recovery is simplimize the bandwidth required for transmission in a cross- fied, since there is a period during which timing recovery
can be performed without interference from the near-end
talk-limited environment.
echo signal and without the need for prior EC. The adOF REALIZING FULL DUPLEX
I v . METHODS
aptation of the EC is also eased, since aperiod is available
TRANSMISSION
during which there is no far-end data signal to interfere
A significant challenge in the U-transreceiver design is with the adaptation. As the interval between dead-times
to derive a full duplexdata stream from asingle wire pair, is increased to reduce the baud rate, the opportunities for
for which there have been three methods proposed [3]: timing recovery and EC adaptation become less frequent,
frequency division multiplexing (FDM), time compres- slowing down the initial acquisition. Therefore, there is a
sion multiplexing (TCM),andecho cancellation (EC). tradeoff between baud rate and acquisition performance.
In the sequel, we concentrate on the significant design
FDM has not been considered because of the stringent
filtering requirements. EC generally has greater range than choices that must be made in the design of a U-transceiver
TCM [4], [5] due to its lower bandwidth, lower cable at- based on the EC method [3], [ 101. A block diagram of a
typical EC transceiver is shown in Fig. 10. The transmittenuation, and reduced NEXT crosstalk coupling. However, in Japan they are willing to synchronize the bursts ted data is scrambled to ensure sufficient timing energy
of data in TCM, which eliminates NEXT, and have con- and also to ensure that the data signals in the two direcluded that TCM has a greater range in that environment tions are uncorrelated (correlation would bias the EC adthe manner in which
[6]. The EC method is gaining acceptance in most parts, aptation). The line coding determines
of the world as the method of choice, while Japan is pur- the scrambled data bits are mapped into the transmitted
data symbols. If the line coding is linear, the data bits at
suing the TCM method.
The EC method is shown in Fig. 9, and allows the data the input to the line coder can be fed directly to the EC,
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of an EC transceiver at one end.

and this binary input signal simplifies the implementation
of the EC since no multiplications are required. The transmit filter minimizes high-frequency energy to reduce the
radio frequency interference (RFI) and crosstalk. In the
receive direction, the receive filter prevents aliasing in the
subsequent sampling. The echoreplica is subtracted at this
point, and the resulting signal is free of interference from
the near-end transmitter. The detector,which may include
attenuation
equalization to compensate for high-frequency
and the effect of bridged taps, recovers the data symbols,
and the timing recovery circuit recovers the proper phase
of the receive sampling in relation to the received data
symbols.
The most critical issues in the design of the transceiver
are covered in the sequel. We generally discuss only the
algorithmic issues, and not the difficult circuit design issues involved in the design of the line driver and data
converters.

V. LINECODE
The line code specifies the mapping between transmitted data stream and the actual pulses transmitted on the
line. This is a critical choice in the system design because
it affects both performance and implementation complexity. Among the performance ramifications are the following.
1) The probability of error for a given noise and interference level is affected by the spacing between received
signal levels.Thelatter is influenced by thepeakand
average transmitted power,whichare
constrained by
crosstalk considerations, and by the line code, which determines the number of received signal levels.
2) The line code can achieve, at a given bit rate, a lower
baud rate at the expense of more transmitted and received
levels. The baud rate relates directly to the speed of the
hardware and also impacts the level of crosstalk interference and RFI.
3) The pulse shape as defined by the line code affects
the power spectrum of the transmitted signal and, hence,
the crosstalk into foreign systems,RFI, and required
equalization. The line code can alsointroduce correlation
into transmitted data symbols,thereby influencing the
transmitted power spectrum, crosstalk, and RFI.
4) The details of the line code affect many aspects of
the implementation, such as the complexity of the equalization, detection, EC, and timing recovery circuitry. For

(b)
Fig. 1 1 . Two transmitted pulses with no dc content. Normally the pulse
or its negative is transmitted(binaryantipodal signaling). (a) The biphase pulse. (b) The Wa12 pulse.

example, a line code with more low-frequency energy
will
generally require more EC taps.
5 ) The line code can be chosen to achieve specific objectives. For example, the cable is almost always transformer coupled, in which case the line code can prevent
baseline wander if it ensures that there is no dc content to
the transmitted data signal.
We will now briefly enumeratesome of the popular
choices for line codesin U-transceivers. The simplest line
codes transmit one of two pulse shapes for azero and one
bit, where normally one pulse is the negative of the other
(known as binary antipodal signaling). If the signal is to
have no dc content for all possible transmitted data sequences, the basic pulse must have zero area. The transmitted pulses for two such binary antipodal line codes,
the biphase and Wa12, are shown in Fig. 11 [l 13. These
two line codes are often chosen for their “self-equalizing” properties, meaning that often a single compromise
equalizer will suffice for a wide range of line lengths (in
the absence of bridged taps). In addition, the effective
echo impulse responseis much shorter (on the order of 816 baud intervals) than that shown in Fig. 7, since the
long tails due to the positive and negative pulses approximately cancel. The price that is paid for a transmitted
pulse with extra zero crossings in the middle of the baud
interval is a relatively large high-frequency content, which
increases crosstalk and RFI.
The alternative mark inversion (AMI) code is a more
conservative choice in terms of minimizing crosstalk, but
requires adaptive equalization for even modest variations
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modulo-two accumulator is replaced by two sush accumulators, each operating on half-rate bit streams that are
then interleaved. This has the advantageof placing a zero
in the spectrum at half the baud rate, thereby reducing
RFI and crosstalk. With the exception of RFI, it is beneficial to place a portion of this response (1 z - ’), in the
receiver after EC. This does not affect crosstalk, and results in fewer EC taps and reduced sensitivity to additive
noise.
The AMI and modified duobinary codes make
inefficient use of the signal set, since only one bit cut of log2
(3) = 1.58 bits available in each baud interval is used.
By using the three-level signal more efficiently, for agiven
bit rate the baud rate can be reduced. This is done in the
4B3T line code, in which four bits (16 alternatives) are
mapped onto three ternary transmitted digits (27 alternatives) [ 121. This mapping is performed is such a way that
there is no dc although this requires a more complicated
scheme of running digital sums. The resulting number of
transmitted bits per baud is 1.33, closer to the ultimate of
1.58 for a three-level signal, and the baud rate is reduced
relative to AMI by 25 percent (120 kbaud/s rather than
160). The reduction in baud rate is 4B3T is desirable for
crosstalk and RFI. It also reduces the speedof the circuitry, but complicates it due to a finite state machine that
must be implemented, as well as a large number of EC
taps because of the lost beneficial effect of the first-difference operator. The baud rate can be further reduced by
using a 3B2T code, orby transmitting four ormore levels
[ 131. The benefit of this depends on the detailsof the frequencydependence .of cableattenuation,thedominant
source of noise and interference, and implementation details. For example, in a crosstalk-limited situation, reducing the baud rate with multilevel transmission reduces the
crosstalk but also results in reduced spacing between levels. Recent work has
indicated that in a NEXT-limited
environment five levels is optimum, and four levels are
almost as good [ 141. It is also interesting to consider further reducingthe susceptibility to noise and crosstalk
using trellis coding [15], as has been done in voiceband
data transmission.
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(c)
(AMI) linecode.(a)Thethree
Fig. 12. Thealternativemarkinversion
possible transmitted pulses for one baud interval. Each transmitted nonzero pulse is the opposite polarity to the last transmitted nonzero pulse.
(b) A realization of AMI as dicode partial response. (c) A modification
to AMI as modified duobinary partial response.

in range. This code transmits a three-level signal, where
the three transmitted pulses areshown in Fig. 12(a): a
positive, negative, and zero pulse (the duty cycle shown
is 50 percent, which can be varied). Thepulses have a dc
content, but the transmitted data signal can be constrained
to have no average dc content by use of the redundancy
available in mapping a single bit into three levels. In particular, zero-bits are transmitted as the zero pulse, and
one-bits are transmitted as alternating positive and negative pulses. Since each nonzero pulse is balanced by a
subsequent pulse of opposite polarity, anet absence of dc
is assured.
TheAMIcode is equivalent to aform of partial response called “dicode partial response” and illustrated in
Fig. 12(b). In this form, theAMI encoder is implemented
as a modulo-two accumulator (toggle flip-flop) together
with a first-difference operator (1 - z-’). This realization
would almost always be used in practice because the EC
input can be connected to the binary (rather than threelevel) signal at the accumulator output, and the EC can
take care of the linear distortion introduced by the firstdifference. More importantly, the first-difference reduces
the number of required EC taps (as in biphase), due to the
cancellation of the echo response tail.
Modified duobinary (class IV partial response) in Fig.
12(c) is a simple extension of dicode partial response in
which the first difference is replaced by (1 - z-*) and the

VI. HYBRIDDESIGN
The required accuracy of EC is directly related to the
maximum cable attenuation to beencounteredandthe
transhybrid attenuation in the echo path. For example, if
the cable attenuation is 45 dB and the transhybrid loss is
10 dB (typical worst case numbers), then the signal-toecho ratio at the hybrid output is minus 35 dB. The EC
must thenreducetheecho
by an additional 55 dB to
achievea20 dB signal-to-echo ratio, a typical number
required to support nearly error-free data transmission
In [9] it is reported that when the best of seven balancing networks is selected, the worst casetranshybrid attenuation -is improved by 18 dB relative to a single compromisetermination.Thisimprovementwouldreducethe
required EC accuracy by 18 dB and reduce the required
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data converter precision from approximately 12 bits to 9.
The appropriate networkis easy to select, since thechoice
is only critical on long cables where the hybrid output is
dominated by the undesired echo., The balance termination can be chosen to minimize the size of this echo.
VII. NONLINEARECHOCANCELLATION
Effects like nonlinearity in data converters, transmitted
pulse asymmetry, and timing jitter can compromise
the
EC performance objectives, unless special measures are
taken in either the EC design or the design of the remaining circuitry.
There are therefore some fundamental tradeoffs that the
transceiver designer faces.
1) Is the EC accuracy requirement to be minimized by
use of a selective termination for the hybrid?We described atechnique to achieve this in Section VI. This
reduces the EC complexity, but requires additional analog
circuitry in the hybrid.
2) Are the data converters and line driver designed with
sufficient linearity to allow a linear EC, possibly at the
expense of additional die area (Section VII-C)?
3) Are we going to implement an EC that can tolerate
nonlinear distortion in the data converters, line driver, and
other parts of the transceiver, again at the expense of die
area?
4) Are we goingto build an EC that is tolerant of timing
jitter as described in Section IX?
In this section we discuss techniques for realizing an
EC that is tolerant of nonlinear distortion in the transmitter or the data converter.
The EC in its simplest form is realized as a transversal
filter. If the EC is realized digitally, the output can be
converted to analog using a D/A converter prior to-cancellation, or the hybrid output can be converted to digital
by an A/D converter prior to cancellation in the digital
domain [17]. In either case the required precision of the
data converter (A/D or D/A) is around 12 bits for a60 dB
cancellation accuracy objective. Large word lengths are
also required in the EC for the adaptation of the tap coefficients (greater than 20 bits), due to the long time constants of adaptation required to keep the asymptotic fluctuation small enough to meet the accuracy objectives.
Often it is desired to have a sampling rate for purposes
of timing recovery that is at least twice the baud rate,
since a baud rate sampling results in aliasing distortion.
This requires that the EC have a sampling
rate at its output
that is a multiple of its input sampling rate. This can be
accomplished with an interleaved EC, as shown in Fig.
13 for the case of an output sampling rate four times the
input sampling rate [3]. Each of the four EC’s has an input and output sampling rate equal to the baud rate, and
each takes care of one phase of received sampling. The
complexity of the EC is directly proportional to the sampling rate at its output. This leads to an interest in minimizing that sampling rate through special techniques for
timing recovery as discussed in Section IX.
In the following subsections we discuss three types of

I

TF = TRANSVERSAL
FILTER

FAR-END DATA
TO RECEIVER

Fig. 13. Interleaved EC’s toachieveasamplingrateattheoutput
times as great as at the input.

four

nonlinear EC’s: thepaired memory technique,the memory
compensation EC, and the Volterra EC.

A . Paired Memory Canceler
The simplest form of nonlinear echo generation is actually due to nonlinearities in the transmitter that result in
errors in the spacing of transmit levels. For example, for
the binary case it is difficult to generate positive and negative pulses that are identical (within an accuracy of 60
dB) except for sign. This “transmitted pulse asymmetry”
cannot be compensated by a linear EC. To see this, consider the simple case of binary antipodal signaling, for
which the transmitted pulse is either g ( t ) or h(t). The case
of pulse symmetrycorresponds to g ( t ) = -h(t). The
transmitted pulse for the kth transmitted bit can be written
in the form
pk(t) = $(I i- Bk) g(t) -k $(I - Bk) h(t)
= bkg(t)

+ &kh(t)

(7.1)

where the kth transmitted bit is bk,assuming the values 1
and 0, and the transmitted data symbol Bk assumes the
values + 1 and - 1. The case of pulse symmetry results
in a transmitted pulse, fro n (7.1).

P&)

= B,g(t)

(7.2)

for which a linear EC
will suffice. A two-coefficient linear
EC for this case is shown in Fig. 14(a), in which the echo
replica 2k is a linear combination of Bk and Bk- When
the transmitted pulses are asymmetric, then the representation of (7.1) can be used as shown in Fig. 14(b). There
are now four tap coefficients rather than two, since positive and negative transmitted pulses are assigned different
tap coefficients. The number of additions,however, is
only one, the same as in Fig. 14(a), since the transmitted
bit bk actually selects which of the two coefficients is ap-
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(C)
Fig. 14. EC’s with baud rate sampling at the output and that cancel echo
from the current and one past transmitted data symbol
Bk corresponding
to bit bk. (a) A linear EC. (b) Oneform of nonlinear EC that compensates
for transmitted pulse asymmetry by storing and adapting two setsof coefficients, one for positive and one for negative transmitted pulses. (c) A
secondform of nonlinearECthatcompensates
for transmittedpulse
asymmetry by.adding a dc tap Coefficient.

propriate at each delay. The structure of Fig. 14(b) can
beadapted in thesamemanner
as that of Fig.14(a);
namely,each coefficient is incremented by anamount
proportional to the product of the input of the coefficient
multiplier and the cancellation error. Since in Fig. 14(b)
one tap coefficient multiplier at each delay has a zero input, in fact only one coefficient at each delay is updated
by the adaptation algorithm-the one that is used in the
generation of the echo replica. This structure will adapt
automatically to the two polarities of transmitted pulses,
whatever they may be.
An alternative to Fig. 14(bj, shown in Fig. 14(cj, follows from (7. l ) ,
Pk(t) = $ ( d l )+ h(t)) + $Bk(g(t) - h(t))*
’

ek
(b)
Fig. 15. EC’s with baud rate sampling at the output and that cancel echo
from the current and one past transmitted data symbolB, Corresponding
to bit bk. Both EC’s will compensate for arbitrary time-invariant nonlinear echo mechanisms. (a)A memory compensation EC that stores a value
of the echo response for each possible sequence of transmitted bits. (b)
A Volterra series EC that adds nonlinear taps to a linear EC.

adaptively compensate for general nonlinearities, subject
to the limitation that the nonlinearity have finite memory,
assume that the echo path generation results in an echo of
the form
ek = f (bk, bk-1,

’ * *

, bk-M)

(7.4)

where f ( ) is an arbitrary nonlinear function and again bk
is the kth transmitted bit. Theonly assumption that is made
in (7.4) is that the current and past M transmitted data
symbols contribute to the current echo sample in the same
way at each sample time. The nature of the nonlinearity
need not be memoryless (effects of, for example, hysteresis can be modeled).
Two forms of a nonlinear EC that generate an echoreplica in the form of (7.4) have been proposed. Taking again
the simple case of M = 1, (7.4) can be expanded in the
form

(7:3)

The first term in (7.4) corresponds to a dc offset pulse that
is transmitted for every data symbol, and this offset can
be compensated by adding a single tap coefficient to the
filter. For a large number of delays this form of the filter
is clearly superior, since it only requires memory for one
more coefficient rather than doubling the coefficient mem-

ory.
B. Cancelers for General Nonlinearity
Other sources of nonlinearity are the data converters,
To implement EC’s that
linedriver,andtransformer.

resulting in an EC as shown in Fig. 15(a). This EC has
been called a“memorycompensation
EC” [ 181, and
stores the valueof the echoreplica for eachpossible transmitted data sequence (with finite memory, of course).
While Fig. 15(a) emphasizes the similarity of this structure to a transversal filter, in actuality only one tap coefficient is used at each baud interval. Therefore, it is natural to store the echo replicas in an RAM, and the (bk,
bk- 1) can be used as an address for this RAM to select
the proper coefficient.Only the coefficient that is actually
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used is adapted in each baud interval. This structure genI total coeferalizes to the general M case, requiring 2
ficients.
An alternate expansion of (7.4), given by

DATA SY MROLS

TRANSMITTER

+

ek

=

al

+ azbk + a3bk + a4bkbk-I
-

ADAPTATION

(7.6)

e l

corresponds to the structure of Fig. 15(b). This approach
[19] approximates the nonlinear echo replica by a VolTRANSVERSAL
terra-like expansion, which can be viewed as adding extra
nonlinear taps toa linear transversal filter EC, in this case
a dc tap and a tap with input bk bk- I . The approach generalizes to general M and requires 2
tap coefficients. Fig. 16. Implementation of an EC insensitive to D/A converter nonlinearities.
While the complexity of the memory compensation EC is
2M+ I regardless of the severityof the nonlinearity that is
being canceled, the Volterra approach can be simplified as can a very high samping rate followed by decimation.
by eliminating negligibly small tap coeficients when the With a sufficiently high sampling rate a single bit converter can be used, with minimal accuracy requirements,
actual echo response is nearly linear.
The complexity of even the memory compensation EC followed by digital signal processing that can achieve sufcan be reduced under some circumstances,such as for the ficient accuracy simply by the choice of word lengths. For
echo response as shown in Fig. 7 . The nature of the non- example, in [24], [ 121 a 15.36 MHz sampling rate is used
linearities usually encountered is such
that only signals with a delta-sigma encoder using a switched capacitor inthat exercise a significant portion of the dynamic range
tegrator.
evidence significant nonlinear effects. The long tail in Fig.
VIII. EQUALIZATION
7, even when superimposed
from
many transmitted
pulses, causes a relatively small excursion in total signal
The design of the equalization must take into account
level. Therefore, it has been reported that the combination two factors: the unknown cable length and the presence
of a nonlinear EC (such as memory compensation)for
in some administrations of bridged taps. The basic design
short echo delays with a linear transversal filter for long choices that must be made in the design of the equalizer
delays yields adequate EC accuracy [7]. Another variant are as follows.
1) Is the equalizer to be placed before or after the EC?
is to use two memory compensation EC's, one for short
delays and one for long delays, and add their outputs[5].
2) Is the equalizer realized digitally,
or. is some part
In fact, this idea can be extended to a multiplicity of realized using switched capacitor filters?
[20]. The
memories, with theadditionoftheiroutputs
3) What degree of adaptation is required in the equalsimple approach to canceling transmitted pulse asymmeizer?
try is another illustration of a simplification of the nonlin4) How does the equalizer take account of bridged taps?
ear EC.
In the absenceof bridged taps, there is only one parameter of the cable that must be adapted to-its length. In
C. Avoiding Nonlinear Echo Cancellation
actuality, the cable may consist of more than one gauge,
There are some ways in which the need for nonlinear and in any event the gauge is unknown to the transceiver.
EC can be reduced through careful design of other parts However, if the loss of the cable is known at one freof the transceiver. For example, the impact of data con- quency, then the entire loss versus frequency curve can
verter nonlinearity can be greatly reducedif the D/A con- bepredicted with sufficient accuracytoperformequalverter is used to convert the tapcoefficients to analog, and ization. Therefore, the adaptive equalizer can be paramanalog switched capacitor circuitry is used to implement eterized by this single parameter, the cable loss at a parthe transversal filter [17] as shown in Fig. 16. The effect ticular frequency, and this parameter can
be automatically
of the nonlinearity in the conversion of digital tap weights adjusted. Such an equalizer is often called
a $ equalizer,
to analog can be compensated by the adaptation, and adsince the loss of the cable in decibels at high frequencies
ditional nonlinear taps can be added to compensate for
is roughly proportional to the square
root of frequency
external nonlinearities. Recent work indicates
it may be independent of the gauge or gauge mix.
possible to implement the entireEC, including adaptation
A common method to indirectly measure the lossof the
circuitry, in analog circuitry [21], thereby eliminating data cable is to monitor the peak received data signal at the
converters altogether (along with their nonlinearity) and
equalizer output, and adjust that peak to a predetermined
possibly resulting in a substantial reduction in die area.
level. For AMI coding, for example, this peak signal is
It is feasible to design data converters, line drivers,
etc., directly related to the cable loss athalf the baud rate, and
with sufficient linearity to allowa linear EC, although this this strategy is therefore equivalent to setting the equalgenerally requires greater die area andmay or may not be izer gain to be appropriate at the half baud rate. In the
olderT-carriersystems,thesingleparameterequalizer
the best overalltradeoff. Forexample,self-calibrating
data converters [22], [23] can achieve adequate linearity, was called an ALBO (automatic line build-out), and was

I
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usually implemented as a single-zeroactive filter with
variable zero frequency. More suitable for MOS implementation, however, is a switched capacitor realization of
the $ equalizer [7]-[9], [25]-[27], adjusting the equalizer gain in discrete steps (by switching in appropriate capacitors), where the steps are typically about 10 dB apart
at the half baud rate.
The switched capacitor equalizer requires a higher sampling rate (four times the baud rate or higher) than is generally practical to realize in the EC, and is therefore usually placed in front of the EC. Any gain in the equalizer
at high frequencies will also simplify the echo signal at
those frequencies, although the effect is minimized by the
fact that the hybrid balance is usually the most accurate
at high frequencies. On the other hand, the equalizer in
the echopath before the ECcan bebeneficial if it includes
a high-pass filter characteristics, since this will minimize
the effect of poor hybrid balance at low frequencies and,
in particular, will reduce the required number of EC tap
coefficients.
In one interesting design [SI, the EC has been split into
two parts. The first part operates at a sampling rate eight
times the baud rate, and is followed by a switched capacitor equalizer with reduced dynamic range requirements.
The second part, which follows the equalizer, operates at
the baud rate and removes the remaining echo. It is particularly important that the secondpart be a nonlinear EC,
since it is compensating for the nonlinear residual granularity of the first EC.
For a more digital implementation, a conventional
adaptive transversal filter equalizer can beused [28]. This
transversal filter can operate at a sampling rate equal to
the baud rate, in which case the equalizer noise’enhancement is somewhat sensitive to the sampling phase. An alternative is the “fractionally spaced equalizer,” in which
the sampling rate is twice the baud rate, reducing the sensitivity tosamplingphase
[29]. The transversal filter
equalizer canbe placed either beforeor after the EC,since
the sampling rate requirements are modest.
When bridged taps are present, they add postcursor intersymbol interference, which is easily compensated
adaptively using a decision-feedback equalizer (DFE) [7],
[9], [25]-[27] that uses past decisions to generate a replica of the interference from past symbols. Like the EC,
the ‘DFE does not require multiplications since the transversal filter input consists of data symbols; in fact, the
DFE is naturally implemented using the same processing
engine as the EC.
In principle, a linear transversal filter equalizer could
compensate for both cable attenuation and bridged taps.
However, the simple implementation of the DFE makes
it more attractive to use a DFE for bridged tap equalization even when the cable attenuation is compensated by a
linear transversal filter equalizer as in [ 123, [24]. In current technology it is very desirable to reduce the number
of multiplications required for the equalization function.
Where switched capacitor filters are alsoavoided,it is
common to dothe bulk of the equalization using the DFE.

In this case the DFE compensates for $ dispersion as
well as bridged taps. Since the cable output generally has
a slow risetime and, hence, has some precursor intersymbo1 interference (which also depends ontiming recovery) ,
it is generally not possible to rely totally onthe DFE.
However, it is possible to limit the number of forward
linear equalizer taps to just a few.
IX.TIMING RECOVERY
Timing recovery is a critical function in the transceiver
design [30] because of the need’to meet three objectives.
1) Timing recovery should use a discrete-time representation of the far-end data signal. If the timing recovery
is performed after EC, then the available representation
of the far-end data signal is discrete-time since the EC is
a discrete-time device.
2) The number of interleaved EC’s (which relates directly to the implementation complexity) is proportional
to the sampling rate; therefore, if timing recovery is performed after EC, the sampling rate should be minimized.
(Techniques have been proposed for doing timing recovery before EC, as described in Section IX-B. In this case
the sampling rate for the timingrecovery technique is not
critical.)
3) The residual jitter after timing recovery can affect
the accuracy of EC; therefore, either this jitter should be
minimized or the EC should be designed to accommodate
this jitter without compromising accuracy. The nature of
this problem will be explained in Section IX-A.
A , Loop Timing
The presence of loop timing in the NT transceiver and
the interaction of timing recovery and EC lead to several
subtle problems. Therefore: we will look first at the overall system configuration in Fig. 17, which illustrates the
source of timing at the LT and NT. At the LT the switch
master clock governs the transmit data stream, and in the
receiver in the NT this clock is derived by the timing recovery circuit and used to govern the NT transmit data
stream. This “loop timing” ensures
that the stream returning to the switch is synchronous with the internal clock
of the switch, although the incoming phase of the data
stream will beindeterminate (reflecting the round trip
propagation delay).
In summary, in the NT the frequency and phase of the
incoming data stream must be tracked, whereas at the LT
the frequency is accurately known but the phase must be
estimated. At the NT there is no jitter on the incoming
data stream to be tracked (in contrast to voiceband data
modems). In the LT there may be a small data patterndependent jitter introduced by the fact that the NT isloop
timed, but this jitter is so small that there is no advantage
to tracking it. Therefore, in the LT the only phase tracking capability required is to compensate for variations in
phase due to temperature changes.
In contrast to T-carrier digital transmission systems, the
accumulation ofjitter in long chains of repeaters is of no
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Fig. 17. Illustration of the source of timing in the LT and NT transceivers
for a loop timed NT.

concern in a U-transceiver. Save for one critical factor,
then, the inherent timing jitter in the U-transceiver would
be of little concern. That one factoris the effect of timing
jitter on the accuracy of EC in the NT due to the loop
timing. Higher frequency jitter components in the derived
timing will cause a relative jitter between past transmitted
pulses and the current received sampling phase. This relative jitter implies that the effective impulse response of
the echo responseis changing faster than the EC can track.
At the LT, since the frequency of the incoming data
stream is known to be synchronous with the master clock,
the receive sampling can be derived from an appropriate
phase of the master clock, again using a countdown circuit and a digital PLL. Since there is no appreciable phase
jitter that needs to be tracked (other than the initial phase
a constant
and perhaps long-term temperature changes),
phase of receive sampling relative to the master clock can
be used. This ensures that there is no relative phase jitter
between transmit and receive clock to compromise EC accuracy. However, if there is no high-speed master clock
at the LT, a PLL that derives such a clock can introduce
relative jitter.

B. PLL Timing Recovery
For monolithic implementation of the NT, it is generally advantageous to derive timing using a phase-locked
loop (PLL). The basic elements of the PLL are a variable
frequency oscillator (VCO) to generate the sampling clock
and.a phase detector to estimate the phase difference between that samplingclockand
the optimumsampling
phase for the received data stream.
There are a couple of phase detectors that have been
suggested for deriving the received timing phase in discrete time. The wave difference method [31] is the simplest, but requires a sampling rate equal to at least twice
the baud rate, which doubles the complexity of the EC.
The baud rate timing recovery method [32], [2 11 reduces
the EC complexity, but care must be exercised to avoid
dependence of the recovered timing phase on the configuration of the cable. A particular concern is the effect of
pulse distortion due to bridged taps, which can be compensated by usingan appropriately designedlinecode
[ W , P11.

’

Another attractive method for baudrate timing recover
is “mean-square timing recovery,” in which the timing
phase is chosen directly to minimize the mean-square error after EC andequalization [33], [34]. The mean-square
error can be estimated in a decision-directed fashion by
time averaging the square of the difference between input
and output’of the slicer. This quantity is required at two
different closely spaced phases, which can
be achieved
without increasing the sampling rate by using lead-lag received sampling [33].
Modifications to the frame format cansimplify the timing recovery problem. One technique
is to insert in the
frame a deterministic synchronization burst, which can be
used exclusively for timing synchronization. For example, in [24], [ 121 an 11-bit Barker code is inserted into the
frame. This still requires that EC be done prior to timing
recovery, but the synchronization burst may reduce the
susceptibility to bridgedtaps with baud rate sampling.
Another exampleis the ECBM technique [7]-[9], in which
a portion, of the frame is available where there is a received data signal but no echo from the near-end transmitter. If timingrecovery is restricted to this interval,
timing recovery can be performed before EC, and therefore, the sampling rate for timing recovery can be chosen
for circuit simplicity without impacting the EC complexity.
There are several approaches to limiting the effect of timing jitter on EC accuracy. Onesolution is to design a timing recovery circuit that has a very narrow bandwidth to
jitter, since low-frequency jitter will not result in a relative phase shift between transmit and receive timing
phases within the memory of the EC [35], [36]. This requires a relatively difficult analog phase-locked loop design,sincea digital PLL will introduce discretephase
jumps with an unacceptable reduction in cancellation accuracy. Most designs, however, use a
digital PLL, and
somehow eliminate the effect of phase jumps on the EC.
Note that the impact of these phase jumps on EC accuracy
is transient, since only the relative transmit and receive
phases within the memory of the EC are relevant. One
approach is, therefore, to force all slips to occur at the
beginning of a time period where EC accuracy is not critical. For example, in ECBM [7], [8] the timing slips can
be forced to occur at,the beginning of the period in each
framewherethere is no received data signal. Alternatively, if a synchronization burst is included in the frame
[24], 1121, then the slip can be forced to occur at the beginning of that burst.
Insensitivity to phase jumps can also be achieved-without any compromise in the design of the line code or frame
format,although at the expense of increased ECcomplexity. One approach is to store tap sets of tap coefficients in the EC, one for each of two relative transmitreceive phases [37], with lead-lag sampling [33] used to
adapt both phases. Another method which increases the
computational overhead is to estimate the coefficients at
the new sampling phase using a gradient estimation technique [38], [39].
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X. PERSPECTIVE
In this section we express opinions as to the best design
aprpoaches available for 'theU-transceiver. There are two
separable but important issues in thedesign of the Utransceiver. The first is the choice of a frame format and
line code,andthesecond
is the choiceofdesign approaches within the transceiver receiver to achieve the
performance objectives, given that frame format and line
code. The worldwide standardization of the frame format
and line code is desirable, since manufacturers can focus
their efforts on a high-volume worldwidemarket. Individual manufacturers can choose receiver design approaches
as they please, and are distinguished in the marketplace
by performance and price. Premature standardization can
stifle innovation, but it appears that almost complete penetration of thesubscriber loop plant can be achievedwithin
the context of line codes that have been proposed, and
therefore, standardization is appropriate.Innovation in
design techniques can proceed after standardization, and
new modulation formats and line codes can
still be explored as candidates for future higher rate ISDN interfaces (much as the voiceband data modems have evolved
to ever higher rates over the years).
A very divisive issue in the present standards activities
is the choice between arelatively low cost and simple line
code and a more sophisticated and better performing design. The advocates of low cost contend that the ISDN
will never penetrate the marketplace unless the cost is kept
low, while others argue that high performance
will reduce
the installation costs enough to offset the higher equipment cost. Furthermore, 'the introduction of large numbers of U-transceivers into the subscriber loop plant has
sobering implications in terms of crosstalk and radio-frequency interference, and line codes that minimize these
problems also tend to have the greatest range capability
and unsusceptibility to bridged taps, since they limit the
transmitted spectrum to the low frequencies where cable
attenuation is thelowest.The standardization activities
are made even more
difficult by disagreement over the
quantitative relationship between cost and performance,
and how this relationship will evolve with futuretechnologies.
The best performance is achieved if high frequencies
are limited by transmitting continuously (which rules out
techniques likeTCM and ECBM) and minimizing
the baud
rate by using multiple levels efficiently. WhileECBM
gives us anumber of design simplifications for onlya
modest increase in bandwidth, it is also becoming clear
that excellent performance can be achieved without these
simplifications, albeit with an increase in circuit complexity. Some variation on the partial response or block codes
provide a desirable combination of complexity and performance. At the other end of the range of possibilities,
the use of biphase with TCM would
be an unfortunate
choice.
On the issue of which algorithmic approaches are best,
much depends on the technological assumptions. Those
who favor mostly-digital implementations, due to present

or evolutionary technological assumptions, will likely
gravitate towards much different algorithmic approaches
than those willing to use switched-capacitor and analog
circuitry more liberally. Therefore, we will express opinions as to the best algorithmic approaches for both camps.
In the case of the analog technology, we would choose
the following implementation approaches:
1) Switched capacitor transmit filter to limit high-frequency power and switched capacitor band-limiting filter
in the receiver.
2) Automatic selection of hybrid termination to limit
the required EC accuracy and dynamic range
of the receive filters.
3) Switched capacitor @ equalization with associated
AGC to compensate for cable attenuation. This filter could
also include a highpass characteristic to limit the required
memory in the EC.
4) A digitally implemented EC with digital adaptation
using theRAM-basedmemorycompensationalgorithm
for the first few baud intervals and a transversal filter for
the remainder.
5 ) Cancellation of echo in the analog domain preceded
by a D/A convert at a baud rate. Due to the hybrid termination selection the D/A precision would be about 9 or
10 bits.
6) A DPLL for timing recovery in which a crystal oscillator at about 16 times the baud rate is counted down
to yield the transmit and receive sampling phases.
7) Lead-lag sampling at the EC output with double EC
memory for the tworelative transmit-receive phases. This
eliminates the effect of DPLL phase jumps on the echo
cancellation accuracy.
8) Baud rate timing recovery, with a mean-square error
phase detector using the lead-lag sampling to detect the
appropriate direction of DPLL phase jump.
9) A DFE equalizer to compensate for the high-pass
filtering and bridged taps.
This design would be a conservative
one, allowing a
frame format including no dead time or added sequences
for timing recovery. If it was desired to simplify the implementation, then the following modifications would be
desirable.
1) Use the ECBM technique, introducing a dead time
in the frame at the expense of higher baud rate.
2) Adapt the EC only during the period when there is
no far-end data signal, reducing the word length requirement for the adaptation.
3) Recover timing during the period when there is no
near-end transmitted data signal, using the wave difference method with a sampling
rate four times the baud rate.
4) Consider using one of the simpler line codes, such
as biphase.
Looking into the future,implementationcomplexity
will be less an issue, and it will be desirable to minimize
the amount of analog circuitry. Many designers would favor this approacheventoday.Under
this scenario we
could consider making the following modifications to the
design.
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